returns. Rather, by focusing on individual returns, where the bulk of capital gains and losses are reported, 10 this article attempts to develop a theoretically correct model for the treatment of capital losses. Some might argue the sport not worth the candle on the ground that the current rules regarding capital gains and losses are already far too complicated for individuals preparing schedule D's. While such administrative considerations must be important in the formulation of tax policy, they are but one factor and do not eliminate the need for inquiry into fundamental questions of tax fairness.
That inquiry here proceeds by examining arguments for and against full deductibility in order to isolate criteria for suitable treatment of losses. The current statutory provisions and proposals for reform are then examined in light of these criteria.
I. THE CASE FOR FULL DEDUCTIBILITY

A. The Net Income Concept
Net income consists of net annual receipts above the maintenance of capital;" unless capital losses are deductible, therefore, the income tax becomes pro tanto a levy on capital. This statement of the theoretical basis for full deductibility is but a corollary of the Haig-Simons definition of income as consumption plus or minus any change in net worth.' 2 One need not be drawn into the debate over the comprehensive tax base, 13 however, to accept the proposition that capital losses are negative income, just as capital gains are positive income.
All would agree that an equitable net income tax should recognize that if two otherwise similarly situated taxpa) !rs, A and B, have the same ordinary income from business, but A has n, concurrent business losses while B does, A can command more goods and services than B as a result of his transactions during the tax year. This difference between the net positions of the two taxpayers is reflected by permitting deduction of business losses from ordinary income in computing tax liability. Similarly, if A and B have the same amount of capital gains but only B has sustained any capital losses, the net income concept requires that B be permitted to deduct his losses from his gains so that the difference between the net positions of the two taxpayers is reflected in their tax bills.
14 If neither A nor B, both having an equal amount of capital gains, has experienced any capital losses, but B has business losses, he should be permitted to deduct his business losses from the taxable income produced by his capital gains in order to reduce his tax liability below that of A, who suffered no losses. Suppose now that two taxpayers each have ordinary business income of $10,000; B has a capital loss of $5,000 while A has no losses of any kind. B has acquired the power to command $5,000 in additional goods and services while A can command $10,000 more than formerly. Unless there is reason to believe that B's $5,000 loss is unworthy of recognition solely because it is a capital rather than a business loss, he should be permitted the deduction to reflect the fact that he has not achieved as great a net economic gain as the taxpayer who sustained no losses. Indeed, if he were not permitted the deduction, either currently or as a carryover, only half of his tax could truly be said to fall on his "net" income. The other half would be tantamount to a levy on $5,000 of his capital.
The argument for full deductibility of capital losses as a matter of equity-treating like cases alike-was made before the Senate Finance Committee as early as 1916, along with the assertion that this had been the intent of Congress when the income tax was first enacted in 1913. 15 Two years later, when Congress expressly embraced full deductibility, the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee defended the measure as a matter of equity:
Under the present act a loss to the taxpayer can only be deducted if it is connected with the transactions of the business, while a casual loss on th -. outside cannot be deducted. To illustrate, suppose I am a player of the stock market, and that is my business. Suppose I lose $50,000. I can deduct that from my total year's earnings.... [B] ut if I am a merchant, a farmer, or a lawyer, and happen to see 14 Because capital gains and losses may have accrued in different years, it cannot necessarily be said that A can command $5,000 more in goods and services than B as a result of his transactions during the tax year. That divergence from the ordinary income case, however, follows from the intersection of the annual accounting and realization conventions of income taxation; it does not weaken the conclusion that A is $5,000 ahead of B in terms of realized power to purchase goods and services. (This and examples in the text assume that the postulated capital losses were incurred in transactions entered into for profit.) 15 Memorandum submitted by Robert R. Reed, Counsel on behalf of the Investment Bankers Association, Increase of Revenue, Briefs and Statements filed with the Senate Finance Comm. on H.R. 16763, 64th Cong., ist Sess. 58-59 (1916) ; see Statement of Robert Reed, in Hearings on the Revenue Act of 1918 Before the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 65th Cong., 2d Sess. 242-45 (1918) ; Major, The Revised Federal Income Tax Law, 2 CotNau. L.Q. 73, 78 (1917); Note, 19 MicH. L. REv. 103, 104 (1920). something in the paper which makes me think I can make a big sum of money, and then I go out and buy a future contract, and make a loss of $10,000, I cannot deduct that from my income under the existing law or under the act of 1913.... Now, this bill permits all taxpayers to deduct their losses that are made in their business or outside of their business during the year. If I make $10,000 in the practice of the law and lose $10,000 on the stock market I can deduct it, because in the case I have supposed I would have no income left. 6 Because Congress has, since 1924, refused to allow full deduction of capital losses, references in subsequent legislative history to the theoretical validity of unlimited deductions have necessarily been minimal. 17 Among commentators, however, there is a fair amount of agreement that full deductibility is theoretically justified, but the expected revenue and avoidance effects of such a policy have led many of them to refrain from advocating it in practice.' 8 Moreover, there is a theoretical argument, made at one time with some vehemence, that capital losses and gains do not represent the same sort of reductions of, and additions to, income as do other changes in 16 56 CONG. REC. App. 678 (1918) Sess. 95 (1969) . Legislative references to the mandate of the net income concept have typically been relegated to the task of justifying exceptions to the developing general rule of nondeductibility in order to mitigate hardships for small taxpayers. See S. REP. No. 558, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1934 Sess. 12 ( ), 1939 wealth. 19 Capital gains and losses are illusory, it is argued, to the extent that they represent changes only in the general price level due to inflationary or deflationary pressures. 20 It is dear, however, that not all changes in the value of capital assets are attributable to changes in the value of money. If correction for the relationship between losses and the price level is thought to be important, therefore, it would be necessary to isolate the components of every change in value and measure their relative significance. This would require differentiating losses owing, for example, to poor management from losses that reflect a decline in the general price level-a task that would be administratively impossible.
In addition, even if the administrative problem could be overcome, it would be unfair to adjust only capital gains and losses for price level changes that also affected other items of income. 21 While it would be discriminatory to apply a price deflator only to capital asset transactions, its application to all income would probably not be feasible; it might also be unwise to interfere with the stabilizing effect of the federal income tax by holding tax liability constant in a period of declining prices.
22
Finally, adjustment of capital losses for price level changes would probably fail to win taxpayer acceptance because not all capital assets are affected equally by changes in the price level. Indeed, in a period of falling prices, a money value capital loss that fell short of the deflation would be a "real" gain. If the general price level halved, for example, a taxpayer whose $20,000 securities dropped in value only to $15,000 would have a money loss of $5,000 on sale but a taxable gain of $5,000. Similarly an increase in value that failed to keep pace with inflation would constitute a deductible loss. Thus, if the general price level doubled while the value of a taxpayer's securities increased from $20,000 only to $30,000, his $10,000 money gain on sale would yield a deductible loss of $10,000. Results so contrary to common understanding would be difficult for taxpayers to accept, and might substantially undermine 19 See TAx INSTITrrE, INC., CAPITAL GAINS TAXATION 73-81 (1946) . 20 Particularly good analyses of this problem can be found in L. SaurEER, supra note 4, at 98-103, and Break, supra note 4, at 219-22, on which the position taken in the text draws heavily. See also M. DAVID, supra note 4, at 6, 48-49; TREASURY DE'T STnUy, supra note 4, at 19-20; Blum, Handy Summary of the Capital Gains Arguments, 35 TAXES 247, 255-56 (1957) .
21 For instance, despite the 1964-65 reduction in nominal tax rates, inflation actually raised real tax rates between 1954 and 1970, especially for taxpayers with low incomes or large families. See Goetz & Weber, Intertemporal Changes in Real Federal Income Tax Rates, 1954-70, 24 NAT'L TAX J. 51 (1971) . whatever belief they still have in the fairness of the capital gain and loss provisions.
Difficulties of administration, problems of equity and the confusion likely to result from its application thus lead to rejection of the argument that changes in the general price level make a dollar of capital loss worth less-and therefore less worthy of deductibility-than any other dollar of negative income. In addition to the theoretical argument based on the net income concept, the primary rationale for making capital losses fully deductible is in the economic incentive for risk taking it would provide. The securities industry has long complained that new capital ventures are made less attractive because the government insists upon having so large a share of capital gains and so small a share of the losses. 24 Equity investment, particularly in new enterprises of greater than usual risk, is discouraged by the failure of the tax system to permit full deduction of losses. Yet the legislative history of loss limitations only occasionally manifests congressional recognition 25 of the argument that taxpayers 23 A special case is sometimes made for the illusory nature of capital gains and losses where the change in value is caused by a change in interest rates. See TAX INSrruT, IN ., supra note 19, at 71-83. Assume that A, who has $100,000 to invest, purchases a fixed idcome asset that yields 5 percent, or $5,000. Assuming the general price level remains constant, will a rise in the interest rate on A's asset cause him to incur a real loss? If the interest rate increases to 10 percent, the value of his asset will drop to $50,000. Sale of the asset in such circumstances will generate a tax loss of $50,000. That loss appears illusory only as long as attention is focused on A's income stream, which appears to be unchanged, since he can reinvest the $50,000 proceeds of his sale at 10 percent to generate $5,000 a year. Once attention is shifted from A's income to his capital, however, it becomes clear that he is worse off by $50,000. Compared to a taxpayer B, who had kept his $100,000 in a checking account throughout this period, A has definitely suffered a loss because B can now purchase two assets of the type A holds with the same amount of money A originally invested in one. Similarly, if A disinvests one quarter of his capital for consumption, he will be able to command only half as many goods and services as can taxpayer C, who receives a $25,000 salary, which has been unaffected by the change in interest rates, whereas before the rise in interest rates a quarter of A's capital would have bought him the same goods as C's salary. Like a change in the general price level, the effect of changes in interest rates does not present a convincing case for denying the theoretical validity of a deduction for capital losses under a net income tax. See L. SELTZM, supra note 4, at 93, 98; Break, supra note 4, at 222-24. 24 See, e.g., Klem, The Stock Exchange Point of View on Capital Gains Taxation, 46 NAT'L TAx Ass'N CONF. PROCE-D. 138, 141 (1954) .
25 See, e.g would be more willing to take substantial risks, subjecting any profit to the possibility of taxation, if losses could be deducted from other income. 2 6 The proposition that loss deductions will encourage risk taking has more than intuitive economic support. Evsey D. Domar and Richard A. Musgrave 2 7 reasoned that in every investment decision the rational investor must weigh the advantage of a greater return, or yield, against the disadvantage of a possible loss or risk. A proportional tax without a provision for offsetting losses would reduce only the yield, so that compensation per unit of risk taking would be less. With risk taking less attractive, investors might take fewer risks than if there were no tax, or they might tend toward more risk taking in order to regain the money lost to the tax. 28 While the theoretical result of these contrary forces was uncertain, empirical evidence indicated that investors were likely to hold less risky assets under a proportional tax regime with no offsets than they would if there were no tax at all. A proportional tax with full offsets, on the other hand, would stimulate risk taking. Because risk and yield would be diminished to the same degree, the introduction of taxation would not affect return per unit of risk taking and would not create an incentive to diminish risk taking. At the same time, to the extent that investors are induced to take risks to replace income taxed away, risks taken by taxpayers granted loss offsets would exceed those taken under a system of taxation without such offsets. Indeed, to the extent investors seek to recover income taxed away, a proportional tax on gains with full offset of losses would stimulate more risk-taking for society as a whole-including the share borne by the Treasury-than would a scheme in which gains are not taxed at all. Although Domar and Musgrave examined only the effects of a proportional tax on risk taking, they considered the conclusion that the tax laws should be adjusted to create the conditions most favorable to deducting losses even more appropriate under a progressive income tax. The sparse empirical-attitudinal evidence that exists does not document the predicted willingness to take greater risks to offset progressive taxes, 80 but it would be a mistake to conclude on that basis that making losses deductible would not encourage risk taking. Even if taxation with a deducton for losses would induce no more total risk taking than nontaxation, it would still stimulate more private risk taking than taxation without a loss deduction.
In addition, the tax savings made possible by the deferral effect of currently deducting losses while postponing gains 3 41-43, 181-204 (1958 137, 142-48 (1958) . Basically, high income tax rates tended to drive income-minded investors into low-yield, low-risk investments because the surtax rates reduced returns from corporate securities below acceptable levels. There were a few instances in which tax considerations stimulated an increase in holdings of common stock because the investor was under pressure to maintain a given level of income, and a few in which the 'income effect" was identifiable but was associated predominately with nontax factors such as increases in the cost of living. Even taxpayers who were appreciation-minded were more responsive to the preferential treatment given capital gains than to the detrimental limitations on the deductibility of capital losses. 31 See text at notes 86-88, 96-97 infra.
In summary, the case for full deductibility rests primarily 2 on two grounds: (1) in its impact on a taxpayer's ability to command goods and services, a capital loss is indistinguishable from any other loss incurred in a gain seeking transaction; and (2) full deductibility would have beneficial economic effects. 33 Despite the analytic and practical appeal of the case for full deductibility, however, competing considerations have held sway in Congress since 1924.
II. THE CASE FOR LIMITING DEDUCTIBILrrY
The protean restrictions 84 that Congress has placed on capital loss deductibility have been variously justified by reference to three objectives:
32 Other arguments for full deductibility are more problematic.
(1) Full deduction of losses would strengthen the countercyclical effect of the income tax by leaving additional cash in taxpayers' hands during a period of declining prices.
Blum, supra note 20, at 265. Attractive in theory, whether taxpayers would avail themselves of this possibility in a new depression is as yet empirically unverified. In any event, the decline in the relative revenue importance of the capital asset provisions lessens the significance of the countercydlical effects of full deductibility. See text at notes 40-44 infra.
(2) "Capital losses can serve to ease the financial strain on taxpayers that may accompany realization of losses." TREASURY DE'T STUDY, supra note 4, at 61. To the extent this argument goes beyond the net income and incentive rationales to assert that investors suffering investment losses should be given federal tax relief, like taxpayers suffering casualty losses, for nontax reasons, it is beyond the scope of this analysis. 266 ANNALs 85, 90 (1949) . On a technical level, an argument based on the relative benefit of gains and losses to the government and investors would appear only to mandate deductibility of losses to the extent that gain is taxed. Like other arguments for parallel treatment of gains and losses, it fails to recognize that gains and losses are not generally realized by the same groups of taxpayers, and it flounders on the definitional ambiguities inherent in tax parallelism. See text at notes 52-69 infra.
The same argument is sometimes framed in terms of taxpayer psychology: regardless of the realities of tax incidence or the ambiguities of tax theory, taxpayers may feel that the government has stacked the deck against them by considering gains more than losses in the computation of taxable income. See 126, 128-29 (1939) . Taxpayer morale and understanding are obviously relevant considerations since they directly affect the administration of the statute. The case for taxpayer dissatisfaction so great as to affect either the efficiency or the acceptance of the tax has not been made, however. Indeed, what empirical evidence we have suggests investors are more concerned with the preferential treatment given gains than the detrimental treatment given losses. See note 80 supra.
33 See, e.g 
., Slitor, The Carter Proposals on Capital Gains: Economic Effects and Policy Implications for the United States, 22 NAT'L TAX J. 66 (1969).
34 See notes 1-3 supra.
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Deductibility of Capital Losses
protection of the fisc, parallel treatment of capital gains and losses, and the prevention of tax avoidance.
A. Protection of the Revenue Limitations on the deductibility of capital losses have been justified as necessary to protect federal revenues 35 on the theory that losses, if fully deductible, would be realized immediately in periods of declining prices, seriously impairing the tax yield 6 and exerting further downward pressure on securities prices. 37 This argument, which grew out of the particular circumstances of the Great Depression, 38 is based on uncertain facts and discarded economics. In addition, it does violence to the concept of net income taxation.
No one would advocate the elimination of all the deductions and credits in the present tax law simply to balance the budget. 89 To do so would convert the net income tax into a levy on gross income. Elimina- 597, 600 (1961) .
The supposed aggravation of security price declines has never been quantitatively determined. M. DAvm, supra note 4, at 3. Comparing thirty years of realization of capital gains and losses with movements on the New York Stock Exchanges, Seltzer concluded there was a general, though far from perfect, correspondence between the two, but that the tax system could not be said to be the predominant influence on market fluctuations. L. SELTZER, supra note 4, at 119, 156-80.
88 See Parker, Capital Gains and Losses, 14 TAXEs 604, 607 (1936) . 39 Kent, supra note 26, at 202.
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tion of particular deductions for revenue purposes is no more defensible. The decline in revenue during a depression could be remedied in a number of ways, such as raising rates, that do not violate the principle of net income taxation. That an increase in capital losses might have contributed to the decrease in revenues should not be controlling in deciding how to replace the revenues lost. The revenue loss from deduction of fixed-cost business expenses that are high in relation to low depression sales would hardly justify elimination of the business expense deduction. The principle of net income taxation protects against such an inequity. In addition, the effect on federal revenues postulated by the revenue protection argument is quite uncertain. At least some taxpayers may prefer to save their losses to level out their income in the future. 40 More importantly, changes in the structure of the federal income tax make it unlikely that full loss deductibility would have the significant impact on tax revenues that it might have had in the 1930s. In 1928, nearly 50 percent of total individual income tax receipts were attributable to capital gains. 4 1 As the base of the personal income tax has been broadened and the rates increased, however, the relative importance of capital asset transactions for the federal revenues has declined dramatically: during the ten-year period 1938 through 1947, the total yield from capital gains taxation was less than 3 percent of the total yield from personal income taxation. 42 While the yield from capital gains as a percentage of total income and excess profits taxes has increased in the years since 1948, it had not as of 1963 exceeded 5.7 percent in any year.
43
Although the dramatic growth of income tax yield from sources other than capital gains does not entirely insulate federal revenues from the effects of a precipitous decline in capital asset values, the Treasury is surely correct in concluding that the revenue rationale for current loss limitations is "less important" today than it was in the 1930s.
Finally, the underlying economic assumption of the revenue protection rationale-that declining revenues in a depression are detrimental to government finance or the economy as a whole 44 --is now doubtful. 36 (1953) . The revenue argu-Post-Keynesian economic theory suggests that during a period of depression, an increase in consumer purchasing power might be precisely what is needed to help stimulate recovery. To the extent that loss deductions reduce tax bills in such periods, taxpayer purchasing power would increase automatically. The contemporary dubiety of the economic assumption on which the revenue protection argument is based does not directly detract from the logic of the argument for continuing to limit capital loss deductions. Together with the uncertain nature of the postulated effect on revenues, however, it does remove the nontheoretical props that might otherwise have supported a departure from the principle of net income taxation. 45 
B. Paralleling the Preferential Taxation of Capital Gains
When the Ways and Means Committee first accepted preferential flat rate treatment for capital gains, it recommended at the same time a parallel flat rate deduction for capital losses. 46 Congress finally adopted ment may also be framed in terms of revenue stability rather than absolute amount: allowance of loss deductions would lessen revenues in depression years while large receipts are generated in prosperous years. PREzNrnoN 141 (1942) . Instability of revenue yield has traditionally been considered undesirable because it makes budget balancing difficult and might therefore endanger the government's credit. L. SELTZER, supra note 4, at 205. Since the 1930s many economists have come to consider stabilizing revenue less important than stabilizing the economy as a whole. Cf. M. DAvID, supra note 4, at 62-65, asserting that reported realization of capital gains appears to have operated as a stabilizing influence in most of the postwar period.
45 In yet another form of the revenue argument, it is said that in the long run taxation of capital gains and losses nets the government little, if any, revenue and should be eliminated because of the administrative costs it entails. Because it questions the treatment of gains as well as losses, that form of revenue argument lies beyond the scope of this article. It should be noted, however, that the factual premises and policy conclusions have both been disputed; some commentators assert that equity demands taxation of gains even if net revenues are reduced in the long run by the deduction of losses, Alvord, 
5579-80 (1923).
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The University of Chicago Law Review the recommendation in 1924, 4 7 apparently adopting the committee's argument that such treatment is justified as a matter of logic: "If the amount by which the tax is to be increased on account of capital gains is limited to 12/2 per cent of the capital gain, it follows logically that the amount by which the tax is reduced on account of capital losses shall be limited to 12/2 percent of the loss." 48 1. Definitional and Technical Problems. The argument that preferential taxation of capital gains mandates parallel limitations on capital loss deductibility has remained powerful in its appeal to Congress. 4 9 Since its inception, however, it has suffered from a crisis of definition. Assuming only partial taxation of gains, what is "parallel" treatment of losses? Three answers have been suggested. a. Liability/Savings Parallelism. According to the Treasury Department, the "phrase 'parallel treatment for capital gains and losses' usually refers to a set of tax provisions under which losses will reduce tax liability by the same percentage that a gain of corresponding size would increase it." 0 This interpretation of parallel treatment underlay the 12.5 percent credit for capital losses, "parallel" to the 12.5 percent tax on capital gains in the Revenue Act of 1924, as well as the 30 percent maximum credit for long-term losses, "parallel" to the 30 percent alternative tax for long term gains, in the Revenue Act of 1938.1
Under this view, parallelism of treatment derives from the expectation that tax liability and tax savings will be equal for equal amounts of gain and loss. Although the Treasury statement of this position is phrased in terms of equivalence in the percentages of tax liability and 49 The step scales of the Revenue Acts of 1934 and 1938, see note 3 supra, perpetuated parallel treatment of gains and losses through the identical recognition percentages applied to each. When the step scale was eliminated in 1942, dollar ceiling and percentage recognition restrictions were placed on capital losses "to compensate the Government for the reduced tax rate applicable to capital gains." H.R. REP. No. 2333 , 77th Cong., 2d Sess. 30 (1942 . As recently as 1969, Congress limited to fifty cents the amount of ordinary income reduced by each dollar of net long-term capital loss in excess of net short-term capital gain in order to be "consistent" with the inclusion in taxable income of only fifty cents of each dollar of net long-term capital gain in excess of net short-term capital loss. [40:291 tax savings, the absolute amounts will also be identical. Thus, if $1,000 of capital gain increases tax liability by 20 percent of the gain ($200), reduction of tax liability the same percentage (20 percent) of an equivalent loss ($1,000) would yield tax savings equal in absolute terms to the tax increase ($200).
As the Treasury recognizes, however, parallelism of this sort can be effected only by a flat rate tax and tax credit. 2 Offsets under a graduated income tax, computed after gains are added to, and losses deducted from, gross income yield very different results. Assuming for the moment that ordinary income does not fluctuate, realizing net capital gains of a sufficient magnitude would push a taxpayer into a higher tax bracket, while realizing net capital losses of a sufficient magnitude would put him into a lower bracket. Consequently, equal amounts of gain and loss could have different degrees of tax impact: because of the graduated rate structure, 5 3 realization of a net gain could result in a greater increase in tax liability than the reduction in tax liability occasioned by realization of an equivalent net loss. When the assumption of constant ordinary income is removed, the tax saving and liability values of equivalent losses and gains become entirely unpredictable. 54 Because fluctuations in ordinary income can also cause shifts in tax brackets, a capital loss could yield tax benefits less than, equal to, or greater than the tax liability created by realization of the same amount of gain in a different year.
The modem federal income tax system is thus inherently unparallel in the sense under discussion. Because a taxpayer may shift brackets, an increase in ordinary income may create more additional tax liability than the tax saving value of an equivalent reduction in ordinary income. Similarly, the tax saving from deductible capital losses turns on factors other than the hypothetical liability that would be incurred in the case of an equivalent gain.
b. Inclusion/Deduction Parallelism. A second version of parallelism focuses on the amounts of gains included in, and losses deducted from, taxable income, rather than the resulting tax liability or savings. The Revenue Acts of 1934 Acts of , 1938 Acts of , and 1942 for example, recognized an equal percentage of gains and losses, and in 1954 the American Law Institute proposed that only 50 percent of capital gain or loss be taken 52 TREAsuRY DEP'T STmy, supra note 4, at 63. 5a Id. at 64. 54 If gains are more likely to be realized during high-income years and losses during low-income years, taxpayers would incur higher rates of tax on gains than of tax saving on losses. Id. 55 See note 3 supra.
into the computation of taxable income, with an alternative tax applied to both gains and losses. 5 6 This proposal was defended on grounds of parallelism in that "capital losses provide deductions from income to the same extent that capital gains give rise to inclusions in income."
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Unlike the liability/savings version of parallelism, inclusion/deduction parallelism is possible under graduated income taxation since the parallel treatment to which it refers occurs before the tax rates are applied. Indeed, it is the same kind of "parallel" treatment given business income (inclusion in gross income) and business expenses (deductions from gross income). Because the alternative tax effectively exempts certain capital gains from the graduated rates, however, the parallelism based on the amount of gain and loss taken into the computation of taxable income is not complete.
If the graduated rate structure makes complete tax liability/savings parallelism impossible while the alternative tax prevents complete realization of inclusion/deduction parallelism, a hybrid encompassing both versions of parallelism might seem an appropriate resolution. One test of parallelism or the other would be met with respect to each gain and loss. Taxpayers would deduct losses from income to the extent that gains are included, but such losses would be subject to a maximum tax credit to the extent that gains are subject to the alternative tax. 58 Even if a maximum credit could be drafted to mirror the considerable complexities of the current alternative tax, however, fluctuations in ordinary income would prevent the hybrid from accomplishing either sort of parallelism in many cases. For instance, a taxpayer with a net loss in a low income year might deduct it from ordinary income while a net gain in a high income year might be subject to the alternative tax, so that neither test of parallelism between the gain and loss would be met. Similarly, a gain in a low income year might be included in ordinary income while a loss in a high income year could be subject to the maximum credit. Feb. 1954 Draft) . 58 The ALI's 1954 proposal, id., which provided for an equivalent tax and tax credit as well as limited recognition of gains and losses, was such a hybrid.
as well as gains. 59 Just as the realization criterion for progressive taxation of capital assets transactions results in greater taxation of a net longterm capital gain than would occur if the gain were spread evenly over the years during which it accrued-assuming constant ordinary income-so the deduction of a net long-term capital loss on realization results in a smaller tax reduction than would occur if the capital loss were spread evenly for tax purposes over the years of its accrual. Taxation of both long-.term gains and losses would more closely approximate the results under an accrual system, therefore, if gains were only partially includible in taxable income and losses were granted more than full deductibility; that is, less than one hundred percent inclusion of gains coupled with greater than one hundred percent deduction of losses.
The assumption of constant ordinary income is obviously unrealistic. It would not be necessary to the argument for accrual/realization symmetry if a taxpayer could even out the peaks and valleys in his taxable income through general averaging. Since the averaging provisions of the Internal Revenue Code 6 0 do not eliminate all significant fluctuations in ordinary income, however, long-term capital losses realized to average out annual income could reduce taxes by more than would the same losses spread out evenlyu-precisely the opposite of the assumption on which accrual/realization parallelism rests. The tax reduction value of losses taken in years of unusually high tax liability would be even larger if more than one hundred percent deductibility were permitted.
Thus, no concept of parallelism-tax liability/savings, inclusion/ deduction, or accrual/realization-can be fully implemented within the current tax structure. On the other hand, each version offers a rough symmetry, with technical imperfections that might be regarded as de minimis. If so, one need only select the superior version of parallelism, but here one searches in vain for guidance. There is no reason to believe that any one variant of symmetry is any more (or less) symmetrical than the others. Each has its own internal logic once the initial touchstone of parallelism-tax liability, income inclusion, or accrual taxation-is chosen, but there simply is no way to determine which touchstone is most consistent with the internal logic of the tax laws. Without that insight, there is no analytically defensible resolution of the definitional crisis from which the notion of parallelism in the taxation of gains and losses suffers. 
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2. Distributional Problems. Even if the definitional dilemma could be resolved, the actual incidence of capital gains and losses would make any version of parallelism unacceptable as a matter of equity. Because gains and losses are netted together, 62 those who receive the benefits of preferential gain treatment cannot, in the same year, be subject to limitations on loss deductibility. 6 3 As between years, capital gains and losses do not appear to be distributed evenly among taxpayers who engage in capital asset transactions; 4 gains are associated with large ordinary incomes, losses with ordinary incomes in the lower brackets. 6 5 If gainers and losers are indeed different groups, it would be inequitable to make the price of one group's benefits the other's detrimental treatment.
Treating taxpayers with capital gains and/or losses as a single group is not made equitable merely because it results, in the aggregate, in parallel treatment of gains and losses. 6 Fairness in individual income taxation must be measured as between individuals. 67 No one would maintain, for example, that considerations of parallelism and equity between the government and taxpayers as a group would justify a decision to ignore commercial rents received and commercial rents paid in the computation of taxable income. Such a decision, by which the government might experience no significant change in revenues, would benefit commercial landlords at the expense of commercial tenants. Similarly, to limit the deduction of losses because gains are granted benefits, as tax liability/saving and inclusion/deduction parallelism would do, is to magnify the preferential treatment of gains at the expense of those taxpayers with losses. 6 8 The result is particularly inappropriate in the context of a graduated income tax where gains are associated with the upper brackets and losses with the lower.
The apparent distribution of gains and losses to different groups also makes the preferential treatment of losses required for accrual/realization parallelism unacceptable. While there is no a priori reason to treat gainers and losers similarly, it is true that both groups experience the detrimental effect of realization taxation. are thought to be granted preferential treatment in part to approximate accrual taxation, however, perhaps all other groups adversely affected by the decision to tax on a realization basis should also receive special benefits. But there is no distinction on which to single out one additional such group-taxpayers with capital losses-for preferential treatment. 69 In summary, the argument for limiting the deductibility of capital losses as a parallel concomitant of preferential treatment of capital gains, like the revenue protection rationale, fails to overcome the case for full deductibility. None of the suggested versions of parallelism can be fully implemented in our tax system and, more importantly, there is no way to choose among them. Finally, the distribution of gains and losses makes each version unacceptable, even if there were some analytically defensible ground for choosing it over the others.
C. Prevention of Tax Avoidance
The third and most formidable argument for limitation-that unlimited deductibility of capital losses would invite tax avoidance-has always had adherents. 7 0 As in most arguments from tax avoidance, the danger to the government is stigmatized as "unconscionable" 71 "manipulation," 72 and "an invitation to the speculator to share with his fellow citizens the ill results of a speculation that has gone wrong," 73 but, as with many such excoriations, the precise objection to the denigrated behavior is not always clear.
One possibility for tax avoidance inherent in full deductibility might be thought to be the deduction of sham losses, in which a tax loss is created without change in the taxpayer's economic position. While the tax laws have indeed had to respond regularly to taxpayer ingenuity in creating fictitious capital losses, 74 these problems arise whether losses are deducted from ordinary income or offset against capital gains. Even if it were thought that allowing taxpayers to deduct net capital losses 69 It is appropriate to consider whether parallelism would justify loss limitations in the event the distribution of gains and losses were different. The short answer is that there is nothing inherently desirable about symmetry in the tax laws. If different policy considerations apply to gains and losses, they should be taxed differently, rather than according to some predetermined notion of harmony. 
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The University of Chicago Law Review from ordinary income might prove a greater incentive to the creation of fictitious losses than allowing deductions from capital gains, 7 5 the possibility of sham loss deductions does not establish the case for limitations on the deductibility of real capital losses deductions.
A second possible objection to full deductibility based on grounds of tax avoidance is that wealthy taxpayers with large portfolios might be able to reduce their tax liability every year almost to zero by culling enough losses to offset whatever capital gains 76 and ordinary income they had realized during the year. 77 The precise objection to this practice is obscure. If it is that the resulting reduction in tax receipts would threaten the federal coffers, the assertion is but a narrow version of the revenue protection argument discussed above. 78 If the objection is that folks like J. P. Morgan 79 would get away without paying taxes, the question of the appropriate tax treatment of losses is begged by an ad hominem polemic against the wealthy.
A third and more convincing case for limiting the deductibility of net losses on grounds of tax avoidance rests on the taxpayer's control over the timing of realization for his capital losses. This power creates two possibilities for tax avoidance, each of which deserves detailed analysis. 
Partial Taxuition of Gains and Full Deduction of Losses. By real-
(1929).
77 The tightened loss provisions of 1934 grew, in part, out of concern for such "avoidance." Just as the National Industrial Recovery Act, which included a few tax provisions, was about to be brought to the House floor in 1933, J. P. Morgan testified before a Senate committee investigating exchange practices that he and his partners had paid no federal income taxes in 1932, largely because of capital loss deductions; in the first days of 1931, the firm incurred deductible losses totaling a spectacular $21,000,000.
Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Banking and Currency on Stock Exchange Practices 42, 878 (1933).
See also S. REP. No. 1455, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. 321-31 (1934) . In Great Britain, where capital gains and losses were not taken into the calculation of taxable income, the firm had continued to pay income taxes. In the wake of the public outcry that accompanied these disclosures, the National Industrial Recovery Act and the Revenue Act of 1934 added new limitations on the deductibility of capital losses. The former eliminated the security loss carryover of 1932 before it could take effect, as well as the exemption of private bankers from the security loss restrictions of the Act of 1932, and prohibited partners from deducting security losses disallowed the partnership from their individual income. National Industrial Recovery Act, ch. 90, § 218, 48 Stat. 209 (1933) . For a description of the 1934 Act, see note 3 supra. 78 See text at notes 35-45 supra. 79 See note 77 supra.
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izing his gains and losses in different years, a taxpayer would be able to avoid the netting provisions, thereby generating tax savings where there is no change in economic position. The examples that follow illustrate situations in which this could be done.
a. The Section 1201 Differential. A taxpayer with a $10,000 longterm gain and a $10,000 long-term loss has experienced no change in his net economic position. If the gain and loss are realized in the same year, he will experience no tax effect either. If the loss were fully deductible and the gain subject to the alternative tax of section 1201, however, substantial tax savings could be generated by realizing the gain and loss in different years. The tax on his $10,000 gain subject to an alternative tax of 25 percent would be $2,500, while the tax savings from his $10,000 loss deduction at, let us say, a marginal rate of 60 percent, would be $6,000-a net tax savings of $3,500 from realizing the gain and loss in different years.
If the loss were short-term rather than long-term, precisely the same differential would obtain. The result could be considered less objectionable, on the theory that short-term losses should be deductible in full because short-term gains are taxed in full, but that argument only leads back to the quagmire of parallelism where loss treatment turns on the taxation of gains. It is not responsive to the assertion of this section that whatever one's view of the merits of symmetry, full deductibility would permit certain taxpayers to create tax savings on transactions that have no other financial effect.
b. The Section 1202 Differential. Where the alternative tax on capital gains does not apply, the section 1202 50 percent deduction of net long-term capital gain (minus net short-term capital loss) would still enable the taxpayer to generate tax savings by realizing his gains and losses in separate years. Consider again the taxpayer with a $10,000 longterm capital gain and a $10,000 long-term capital loss that is fully deductible. If they are realized in different years, $5,000 of the gain would be included in taxable income, increasing taxes, in the 40 percent bracket, by $2,000 one year, while the $10,000 loss would reduce taxes by $4,000 in another year-a net tax saving of $2,000. Once again, the same saving would be achieved if the loss were short-term rather than long-term.
c. The Section 1014 Differential. A taxpayer with a $10,000 capital gain and a $10,000 capital loss, if he holds both assets until death, will engender no income tax consequences for his estate because death is not an event that triggers realization. In addition, the gain and loss will, in effect, be cancelled for his devisees since, under section 1014, they will
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take the assets with a date-of-death basis. 80 If, on the other hand, the taxpayer could deduct the full amount of the loss, long-or short-term, during his life-time, he would be able to reduce his taxable income by $10,000 at, let us say, a marginal rate of 60 percent, for a $6,000 tax saving. Meanwhile, the appreciated asset held until death will never increase taxable income or tax liability, leaving the taxpayer with a net tax savings of $6,000 on transactions that had no net financial significance. Furthermore, unlike the section 1201 and 1202 differentials, this tax saving would obtain whether the unrealized gain at death were short-term or long-term since section 1014 applies to both. 81 The gimmick in each of these examples is the same: the taxpayer could use his control over timing to separate the realization of capital gains and losses into different years in order to avoid the netting provisions. Thus, in situations in which there is no economic gain or loss, tax savings would be generated by combining partial (or no) taxation of capital gains with full deductions of capital losses.
82
Coupling an ordinary deduction with a capital gain is, of course, a formula for avoidance prohibited elsewhere by the tax law. 8 The present limitations on deducting capital losses provide a rough barrier to achieving the differentials discussed above by permitting a taxpayer to reduce ordinary income by only $1,000 of capital losses annually, which encourages a taxpayer who realizes capital losses to realize capital gains in the same year. 8 4 The requirement, enacted in 1969, that a dollar of net long-term capital loss be used to offset fifty cents of ordinary income 8 5 also eliminates the section 1202 differential for a taxpayer with 80 Section 1014 actually gives the taxpayer the option of a date-of-death basis or one dependent on the alternate valuation date; the difference is not relevant to this discussion of the section.
81 Section 1014 grants a stepped-up basis to "property passed from a decedent," other than some DISC stock and property which constitutes a right to receive an item of income in respect of a decedent under section 691. While the scope of section 691 is hardly dear, it does not appear to reach appreciation on property even if the appreciation is due to the Thus, some noncapital assets would be granted a stepped-up basis, making the section 1014 differential available where the unrealized gain might have been taxed as ordinary income. In theory then, the section 1014 differential should be eliminated not only with regard to capital gains, but also with regard to ordinary income assets within the scope of section 1014. The proposals advanced in the text do not go that far because their primary concern is with the treatment of capital assets. [40:291
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net long-term losses. Any plan for full deductibility of capital losses would have to include provisions to block the considerable opportunities for tax savings that removal of the existing restrictions would make available to investors with both unrealized gains and losses. Because both depend on the preferential taxation of capital gains, it is important to notice the difference between the avoidance and the parallelism rationales for limiting the deductibility of capital losses. The parallelism argument is an assertion about how all capital losses should be treated, and turns on the method of taxing all capital gains. On the other hand, the argument that certain taxpayers could achieve differential taxation of their gains and losses under full deductibility is narrowly concerned with eliminating the potential for tax savings from taxpayer control over the timing of realizations that do not represent a net financial gain or loss. The avoidance rationale pertains only to certain investors-those with both unrealized gains and losses. The response it requires should not lead us back to the difficulties of a generalized parallelism because a solution to the problem of the differentials created by separating gains and fully deductible losses into different years need only be aimed at that identifiable class of taxpayers.
Income Averaging and Tax Deferral without Net Capital Gain or
Loss.s6 A system in which changes in asset values are taken into tax computation only on the realization of gain or loss gives certain taxpayers the opportunity to reduce their taxes by deferral or averaging. A taxpayer who delays selling an appreciated asset receives the economic equivalent of an interest free loan from the government in the amount of the tax liability deferred. 8 7 A taxpayer with appreciated assets and fluctuating ordinary income who realizes his gains in years of low ordinary income averages his taxable income over the years. If capital losses were fully deductible, a taxpayer who has only assets that have declined in value could similarly average out his taxable income by realizing losses in periods of high ordinary income.
The tax saving from income averaging that results from realizing net losses would be identical to that currently available from averaging through realization of net gains. The additional averaging and deferral possibilities that full deductibility would provide to a taxpayer who has both unrealized gains and losses would, however, be different in kind. Under present law, gains and losses realized in the same year must be 86 
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Policy Conclusions and the Current Code
The analysis above indicates that capital losses should generally be deductible in full only if taxpayers who have both capital gains and losses are prevented from generating substantial deferral and averaging benefits and from exploiting the section 1201, 1202, and 1014 differentials. An acceptable system for capital loss treatment would thus have to meet the following five criteria.
(1) Capital losses should generally be deductible in full. Whether carryovers should be available depends on whether relief from the hardship caused by the annual accounting requirement is thought to be necessary.
88 Three other arguments for limiting the deductibility of capital losses are worth noting.
(1) Deductions for capital losses would provide a double tax exemption. This is part of a broader position that both gains and losses should be excluded from the income tax. Capital gains, on this theory, are now subject to double taxation because they reflect merely an increase in expected future earnings which will be taxed again when earned. By parity of reasoning, deduction of a capital loss would give rise to a double exemption if both the loss and the future reduction of income led to reduced taxes. I. Fissit & H. FisHER, CONSrRUCrIVE INCOME TAxArnON, A PROPOSAL FOR R FORM 162 (1942) . Of course, the double taxation (or exemption) argument assumes that the proper definition of income consists only of consumption, excluding changes in wealth, and fails if the assumption is unacceptable. See text at note 12 supra.
(2) Full deductibility would encourage speculation. G. ComvAY, THE TAxATION OF CAPrrAL. GAINs, supra note 11, at 191; see Blum, supra note 20, at 254. There is no convincing empirical evidence to support this hypothesis. Moreover, even if it could be shown that more short-term than long-term trading would be stimulated by such a change, it is not at all clear that that would be detrimental to the economy or the fisc. See Somers, Reconsideration of the Capital Gains Tax, 13 NAT'L TAX J. 289, 301 (1960). Nonetheless, the legislative history of loss limitations reveals a long-standing effort to fashion restrictions for "speculators" as opposed to (long-term) "investors. " See, e.g (2) Taxpayers should not be able to deduct capital losses from ordinary income and benefit also from the alternative tax on equivalent gains under section 1201.
(3) Taxpayers should not be able to deduct capital losses from ordinary income and also deduct 50 percent of equivalent net long-term capital gains from gross income under section 1202.
(4) Taxpayers should not be able to deduct capital losses from ordinary income while their transferees take capital assets with a date-ofdeath basis under section 1014.
(5) Taxpayers with both unrealized gains and unrealized losses should not be able to achieve substantial additional tax savings through deferral or averaging by separating realization of their losses and gains into different years.
How do the current 9 provisions of the Internal Revenue Code measure up? The Code allows a taxpayer to offset with capital losses up to $1,000 of ordinary income annually, but it requires two dollars of longterm loss to offset a single dollar of ordinary income (with an unlimited carryover for both long-term and short-term losses 0 ). The Code patently fails to meet the first criterion because of the $1,000 ceiling on deductibility. Within that dollar limit, however, the third requirement is fulfilled insofar as long-term losses are involved. Thus, a taxpayer with $2,000 in long-term gains and $2,000 in long-term losses would obtain no differential tax advantage under existing law by including his gain 89 None of the earlier loss treatments enacted by Congress meet the policy criteria developed in the text. For a brief description of those provisions, see notes 1-3 supra. The nondeductibility rule of 1913 and the 1916 limitations of gains to losses obviously violate the first criterion, while the full deductibility rule of 1921 satisfies only the first. The maximum tax credit originally adopted in 1924 and reenacted in 1938 violates the first, third, and fourth criteria; it might have met the second if limited to taxpayers subject to the alternative tax, but even that much is doubtful given the changes made in the alternative tax by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. The step scales adopted after 1934 fail to meet any of the criteria; because of the diminishing percentage of recognition over time they would exacerbate the section 1202 differential for taxpayers able to realize losses before gains.
Although none of these provisions is any longer in force, it should not be thought that they are entirely discredited; occasional contemporary proposals for reform still call for at 
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The University of Chicago Law Review in one year pursuant to section 1202 ($1,000 inclusion) and realizing his loss in another ($1,000 deduction). The two-for-one offset, enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, applies, however, not only to taxpayers with gains and losses, but also to taxpayers with capital losses only, limiting deductibility in cases outside the mandate of our third criterion. The second, fourth and fifth criteria are not met at all by the existing provisions. Only the denial of significant deductions to all taxpayers prevents selected investors from taking advantage of the section 1201 and 1014 differentials or splitting their gains and losses for deferral or averaging benefits. The current Code thus meets only one of the five criteria identified above, and that one is met only in part. Part III of this article examines two proposals for reform of capital loss taxation. As will be seen, each of them is preferable to the present system when evaluated against the five criteria for appropriate tax treatment of capital losses.
III. Two PROPOsALS FOR REFORM
Each of two proposals for reform of capital loss taxation could satisfy all the policy criteria isolated above. Each, however, entails certain costs, and it is only by comparing their drawbacks that an intelligent choice between them can be made.
A. Capital Loss Reserve
Professor Martin David has suggested a novel method of treating capital losses. He has proposed that the present $1,000 ceiling be increased to allow greater offsets against ordinary income, with losses so deducted to be cumulated in a capital loss reserve. Subsequent capital gains would be taxed as ordinary income up to the amount of the reserve balance, 91 which would simultaneously be reduced by the amount of capital gains taxed as ordinary income. 92 91 M. DAvID, supra note 4, at 140-42, 224. 92 A threshold nontheoretical difficulty with the David proposal arises in selecting the period within which the government could dispute a taxpayer's characterization of a loss as ordinary. If a taxpayer today claims a deduction for an ordinary loss which the government contends is a capital loss, the dispute should rightfully take place at once since the difference in tax treatment is immediate. If capital, as well as ordinary, losses are granted full deductions in the first instance, however, nothing may turn on the proper classification of a particular loss for many years, when a capital gain is realized. Under these conditions it may not be ideal either to force the government to make its claim at once (when nothing turns on it) or to permit the government to assert that a capital gain should be taxed as ordinary income because a particular loss had been erroneously characterized as ordinary years before. Perhaps a practical accommodation would be to designate a certain period, such as ten years, after which the government could no longer dispute a taxpayer's characterization of a particular loss as capital or ordinary.
Deductibility of Capital Losses
As originally proposed, the reserve plan would not embody a general rule of full deductibility because some dollar ceiling on loss deductions would be retained. That divergence from the first policy criterion urged above could easily be remedied, however, by eliminating the ceiling as well as the two-for-one offset of long-term losses against ordinary income enacted in 1969. By its own terms, the David proposal fulfills our second and third requirements: taxation of subsequent capital gains as ordinary income necessarily eliminates the section 1201 and 1202 differentials. Later net gains would, in effect, be retroactively netted with prior net losses.
Although the original proposal is ambiguous on this point, the applicable policy considerations suggest that while net losses, whether long-term or short-term, should be taken into the reserve computation, only net long-term gain should operate to reduce the loss reserve balance. As we have seen, 94 short-term losses must be included in the reserve to prevent their netting with long-term gain from creating a differential. Net short-term capital gain, on the other hand, if it exceeds net long-term capital loss, should not reduce the reserve balance because the excess would receive ordinary income treatment in any event.
The David proposal makes no attempt to eliminate the section 1014 differential, our fourth requirement. Indeed, Professor David would retain a dollar ceiling on capital losses precisely because capital gains can escape taxation completely at death. 95 That accommodation is, of course, inappropriate under the view espoused here because taxpayers who have only losses, or losses substantially in excess of gains, are penalized during their lifetimes by the denial of full deductibility without any corresponding benefit at death.
Nevertheless, by an extension of its own logic, the reserve plan can be modified to eliminate the section 1014 differential by taxing at death unrealized net capital gains as ordinary income up to the amount of the reserve balance at death. The taxpayer's devisees or heirs would take their property with a date-of-death basis, as under current law. Full taxation of unrealized net gain at death, to the extent of prior net losses reserved, would thus eliminate the section 1014 differential in the same way that full taxation of gains during life, to the extent of prior losses, would eliminate the section 1201 and 1202 differentials. Furthermore, the problems of administering this system would be no different 93 Constructive realization would occur when an appreciated capital asset was given away by a taxpayer with a positive loss reserve, in order to prevent his donee from realizing the gain at a preferential rate. M. DAvm, supra note 4, at 224.
94 See text at page 317. 95 M. DAVID, supra note 4, at 141 n.30.
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The University of Chicago Law Review from those already faced for purposes of federal income and estate taxation--determination of basis, valuation of property passed at death, and liquidity to pay the tax. Because any dilution of the exclusionary effect of section 1014 on unrealized gain at death may at first be anathema to many taxpayers, it is important to observe that under this proposal gains would be constructively realized at death only to the extent of the capital loss reserve at death. Thus, any taxpayer whose capital gains would be taxed at death as ordinary income would already have deducted equivalent capital losses from ordinary income. The present exclusion of gains from income at death, coupled with exclusion of almost all net losses during a taxpayer's lifetime, would be replaced by full deduction of losses during life and full inclusion of net gains at death only to the extent that lifetime net losses exceeded lifetime net gains. It would seem that only taxpayers for whom the present $1,000 offset against ordinary income provides deductibility sufficient to absorb all their capital losses would prefer the present formulation.
96
The most troubling aspect of the capital reserve plan is its potential for use as a deferral or averaging device. Although the taxation of gains as ordinary income to the extent of prior net deductions would make the net lifetime addition to, or reduction of, taxable income from capital asset transactions equal to what it would have been had gains and losses been netted before inclusion and deduction, the taxpayer would still benefit under the plan from early deduction of losses and deferred realization of gains. A direct method of eliminating the additional deferral benefits accruing from failure to net gains and losses would be to tax imputed interest on the tax liability deferred. For a taxpayer who realizes gains and losses variously over a period of years, it would be exceedingly difficult to calculate the precise amount of deferral benefit attributable to any given loss deduction and realization of gain. An approximation could be made, however, by taxing the imputed interest on capital gains that had been taxed as ordinary income.
Unfortunately, Congress has not been willing to impute interest to other forms of unrealized appreciation, and there is little reason to believe it would be willing to do so in this case. Moreover, the adoption of such a plan to eliminate the benefit of deferral under full deductibility would create its own problems. An imputed interest rate or rates 96 If it were thought desirable to leave the treatment of such taxpayers unchanged, $1,000 per annum could be exempted from the reserve, although it would be inconsistent with the basic theory of the proposal to do so.
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would have to be selected, but no administratively feasible system could hope to offset the actual benefits of deferral to taxpayers experiencing different rates of return on their deferred liabilities. If a long-held asset had appreciated only shortly before being sold, would interest be imputed from the time it was purchased if the loss reserve had been outstanding since that time? To tax imputed interest for the full period seems unfair since the appreciation is more recent, but to defer imputation of interest until the actual appreciation occurs would require an annual valuation of capital assets, an administrative nightmare that the tax on only realized gain currently avoids.
Even if the problems in eliminating the deferral benefits inherent in the loss reserve plan were overcome, there would still be no inhibition against a taxpayer's using losses and gains to average his income except in the sense that possible later taxation of imputed interest might introduce some uncertainties into the planning process. The only way to eliminate fully that type of "avoidance" would be to require the taxpayer to recompute his taxes as if he had not earlier "averaged" (by splitting gains and losses), a result which, because of its administrative complexity and the departure from the annual accounting principle it would entail, should be rejected. The availability of a feasible method of reducing deferral advantages would probably be enough, however, to make the reserve plan theoretically acceptable under our fifth policy criterion, since the benefits of averaging are too directly tied to the realization principle to be completely eliminated from an otherwise attractive scheme. Although the capital loss reserve proposal can thus be modified to meet all five policy goals suggested above, it should be noted that the plan may entail a significant cost, as David acknowledged, 9 8 in the form of a heightened "lock-in effect." The supposed lock-in effect inheres in 97 Another difficulty with the reserve proposal is its inability to eliminate taxation differentials where gains substantially precede losses. Consider a taxpayer with $10,000 in unrealized long-term gains and $10,000 in unrealized long-term losses. If he were to realize his gains before his losses, he would first include only $5,000 in taxable income but later deduct $10,000 from ordinary income with impunity under the reserve plan. Of course, a mechanism could be designed to limit losses in cases of prior gains-the mirror image of the reserve device-but the complexities of that solution are frightening. There is probably no need for such a device under the modified reserve because the excess loss would be eliminated when the taxpayer next realized gains, or at death if gains remained unrealized. The taxpayers who cause concern in this area are likely to have additional gains at a later date; only taxpayers with losses preceded, but not followed, by actually or constructively realized gains could take advantage of rate or inclusion differentials. In any event, the remaining deferral benefits of postponing gains while realizing losses would provide a disincentive to early realization of gains and delayed realization of losses. 
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any taxing of gain on capital assets: a taxpayer whose investment has appreciated in value will, it is argued, be reluctant to realize his gain because the after-tax proceeds could only be reinvested in an asset of lesser value. Hence investors are said to be locked into their appreciated investments by the tax-discouraged from profit-taking-contributing to a decreased liquidity in the capital markets. 9 The original adoption of preferential rates for capital gains in 1921 was based in part on the lock-in effect of ordinary income treatment. 100 It might be argued that to reinstate full taxation of gains for some taxpayers, as under the capital loss reserve system, would be to return pro tanto to the pre-1921 system. For example, a taxpayer in the 50 percent bracket who has a reserve balance of $1,000 (due to an earlier capital loss of that amount) and could later, in a year without capital losses, realize a capital gain of $1,000 would, according to this theory, be reluctant to realize his gain because he would have only $500 of gain to reinvest after taxes. If taxable interest were imputed to his gain, he would have even less than $500 of gain to reinvest.
The lock-in theory has been much criticized, 1 0 1 and what little empirical evidence there is tends to support the view that, with certain exceptions not here relevant, the lock-in effect has not significantly impaired the transferability of assets. 102 At the least, the existence of the lock-in effect seems insufficiently established to bar, by itself, the adoption of the proposed reserve plan. If it is a significant phenomenon, however, adoption of the reserve plan would surely be problematic. A third possibility-that whatever the theoretical validity of the effect, it has a definite impact on investor psychology' 0 3 -is more easily reconciled with the proposal, which could be recast in the form of a recapture plan. 104 Losses would be fully deductible but when gains were later taxed at preferential rates, whether in life or at death, prior net losses would be recaptured to have the effect of retroactively netting gains and losses. This scheme would always have precisely the same result as the modified David plan. 0 5 It would also have the psychologi- 104 The recapture plan would provide: (1) All net capital losses would be fully deductible from ordinary income, with an excess loss carryover if it is thought to be desirable. (2) Fifty percent of such deductions would be recaptured as ordinary income up to 50 percent of any excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss in later years. Net long-term gain would receive existing preferential treatment except that the alternative tax would be unavailable to the extent of losses recaptured in any given year. (3) All prior net loss deductions not recaptured under (2) would be recaptured at death to the extent of unrealized net capital gains at death. As under current law, the unrealized gains would then go untaxed and appreciated assets would receive the stepped-up basis of section 1014. (4) Deferral benefits would be eliminated by imputing taxable interest, as under the reserve plan, to net loss deductions recaptured under (2) or (3).
105 In a year of net capital loss, the loss would be fully deductible under both the reserve and recapture schemes, creating in each case the same reduction in tax liability. At death, the reserve plan would include unrealized net capital gain, up to the balance in the capital loss reserve, in taxable income, while the recapture plan would include accumulated unrecaptured capital losses, to the extent of unrealized net capital gainprecisely the same figure. Similarly, under both proposals the alternative tax would be unavailable to the extent of past net losses.
That the proposals will yield identical results without the alternative tax for years in which the taxpayer realizes an excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss is also true, but less obvious. If KG is the excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss in such a year, and KL is the amount of net long-term capital loss previously deducted from income and not yet set off against gains, the amount of additional taxable income due to capital gains in such a year under the reserve plan is:
[a] The amount under the recapture proposal is:
.5 KL (up to .5 KG) + .5 KG.
[ 
The University of Chicago Law Review cal advantage of focusing taxpayer attention in the year of later adjustment on the prior loss rather than the current gain.
In summary, the capital loss reserve proposal suggested by Professor David could, with modifications and extensions, satisfy all our policy goals for capital loss taxation. There are, however, defects in the reserve plan-the possibility of increased lock-in and, more importantly, the problems generated by introducing an interest factor to eliminate deferral benefits-that make preferable an alternative system that meets our goals without engendering these problems. One such plan is proposed below.
B. Partially Deferred Deduction
The two-for-one offset feature of current capital loss treatment provides the nucleus of the plan for partially deferred deduction of net losses. As explained above, that offset now eliminates the section 1202 differential for an excess of net long-term loss over net short-term gain. By extension, reducing ordinary income by 50 percent of all net capital losses would eliminate the section 1202 differential in all cases. Taxpayers would deduct their net losses from ordinary income without a dollar ceiling, but because it would take two dollars of net loss to offset a dollar of ordinary income there would be no advantage under section 1202 to realizing gains and losses in separate years.
Because taxpayers could thus effectively offset only 50 percent of their net losses against ordinary income in the year of loss realization, the remaining 50 percent would have to be deductible at some other time if we are to have a general rule of full deductibility. The additional deduction should be permitted after some fixed period, such as five years, but only to the extent the taxpayer has not benefited from section 1202 in the interim.
Like the loss reserve, this proposal would, in effect, net gains and losses over a period of years. The essential difference is that the partially deferred deduction scheme delays half the taxpayer's net loss KL+5.KG-.5KL =.5 KG+.5 KL.
[ .5 KL +.5 KG = .5 KG + .5 KG = KG = KL. [40:291 deduction instead of the government's tax on net gains, thus reducing substantially the deferral benefits of full deductibility. In addition, withholding 50 percent of each loss deduction for several years would make averaging considerably more difficult; the level of a taxpayer's income is generally indeterminate more than a few years in advance.
The corresponding costs of the deferred deduction plan are two. First, whatever benefits are thought to flow from full deductibility would be partially delayed. Second, a taxpayer could still achieve some deferral benefit and perhaps take advantage of the sections 1201 and 1202 differential by deducting losses early and delaying realization of gains until after the end of the deferred loss period.
The period of deferral should be designed to minimize the joint product of these costs. It should be long enough to make significant tax planning, such as currently deducting losses and putting gains off until after the deferral period, impractical; but it should not be so long as to dilute significantly the benefits of full deductibility.
Technically, the deferred deduction plan could be implemented on the basis of a moving period of, say, five years. Accounts would be kept of net losses deducted more than five years previously (representing the deferred half of each loss) and gains realized in the interim subject to section 1202. The two accounts would be netted annually and the excess net loss deducted from ordinary income. 10 6 The table on page 324 illustrates how the system would operate in a specific example.
The taxpayer in the example given in the table suffers a net capital loss of $20,000 over the ten-year period. The net losses in years one, two, and five give rise to immediate 50 percent deductions, while 50 percent of the gains in years three, four, and ten are immediately taken into taxable income, creating a net immediate deduction of $10,000 over ten years. The deferred losses of years one, two, and five are available in years six, seven, and ten. Because of intervening section 1202 gains, however, the loss deferred from year one is wholly offset in year six, yielding no additional deduction; instead the section 1202 gain account is reduced from $15,000 to $10,000. Similarly, in year seven, the $15,000 net loss deferred from year two first goes to offset the remaining $10,000 of intervening gain and then to yield a deduction of $5,000. The $10,000 loss deferred from year five to year ten produces a deferred deduction of $5,000 after netting with the $5,000 of gain deducted under section 1202 in that year. Thus, with all accounts cleared by the transactions in 106 At death, a deduction would be permitted for the deferred half of losses deducted less than five years previously, since the section 1202 differential would no longer be available.
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The University of Chicago Law Review or ten $-20,000 = $-10,000 + $-10,000 over ten years Column A represents the annual result of netting gains and losses, column B the resulting current net inclusion (50 percent of an excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss) in, or deduction (50 percent of net capital loss) from, taxable income. Column C cumulates the undeducted 50 percent of net capital losses realized five years earlier, while column D cumulates the 50 percent of gains deducted under section 1202 and not subsequently offset by deferred net losses. The amounts in column E, the remainders when column D is subtracted from column C, would be currently deductible (hence the negative value of the column E total). year ten, the deferred deductions yield $10,000 of additional offsets against ordinary income.
As outlined above, the deferred deduction scheme would make capital losses generally deductible in full, prevent taxpayers from using the section 1202 differential, and not enable those with unrealized gains and losses to further minimize their taxes through undue deferral or averaging techniques. In addition, the section 1201 differential could be eliminated by barring use of the alternative tax for gains up to the amount of realized losses during the deferral period.
As was suggested with regard to the reserve plan, the section 1014 differential could be dealt with by taxing net gains at death as ordinary income up to the excess of lifetime losses over lifetime gains or, put differently, by recapturing prior net losses up to the amount of net unrealized gains at death. Some deferral benefits would still be possible: a taxpayer with gains and losses might realize the losses, deduct them in full within five years, and yet postpone realizing his gains until death, when they will be taxed as ordinary income only to the extent of the earlier net losses. Such limited deferral benefits are probably necessary if full deductibility is to be achieved in a system that steps-up basis at death; the only sure way to eliminate them would be to hold all net losses in abeyance until death in order to see then whether there were gains to be netted retroactively. That scheme, however, would destroy the very benefits thought to make full loss deductibility worthwhile in the first place.
In summary, the partially deferred deduction plan for effectuating the appropriate tax treatment of capital losses would thus have the following features. First, net capital losses would be deductible from ordinary income, but a dollar of loss would offset only fifty cents of ordinary income. In the event of insufficient ordinary income, net losses might be carried forward indefinitely if the annual accounting principle is thought to be less important than relief in cases of hardship. Second, net loss deductions taken more than five years previously would be cumulated in a net loss account that would be netted annually with an account of intervening section 1202 gains. The excess of losses, if any, would be deductible from ordinary income. If the excess exceeded ordinary income, provision might be made for a limited carryback (since the losses arose in the past) and an indefinite carryforward. Third, the alternative tax would not be available for gains to the extent of losses realized during the deferral period. Finally, net gains would be taxed at death as ordinary income to the extent that lifetime losses exceeded lifetime gains. Alternatively, net gains would be untaxed at death, but excess prior net losses would be recaptured at ordinary income rates. Transferees would take their property with a date-of-death basis in either event.
IV. CONCLUSION
The history of capital loss treatment under the federal income tax law has been kaleidoscopic. To the extent that a consensus has gradually emerged, traditional wisdom has it that partial taxation of capital gains should lead to limited deductibility of capital losses. Yet, on inspection, only the possibility of tax avoidance, either through differentials between the taxation of capital gains and deductions from ordinary income or through averaging and deferral where the taxpayer controls realization, supports that conclusion.
While none of the previously suggested or enacted tax treatments of capital losses can effectuate the relevant policy goal-full deductibility without the possibility of taxation differentials or averaging and deferral benefits-Professor David's capital loss reserve and the Tax Reform Act's 50 percent deduction provide the foundations of alternative proposals for achieving that end. Unless taxable interest on deferred taxes can practically be imputed, the proposal for delaying 50 percent of loss deductions for a short period is the preferable one.
